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Creativity

is allowing yourself to make mistakes.
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Design

is knowing which ones to keep.
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–Scott Adams

(American Cartoonist)
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#BEING
“I don’t understand. You only have one self. I am always myself, it doesn’t matter where I am.”
One of the greatest quotes I’ve heard in recent times passed through the lips of Jessica Huang, the
mother on ABC’s comedy Fresh Off the Boat.
I started hashtagging my experiences with regularity, originally based off a matter-of-fact comment
that a friend shared regarding a nephew. At first, I only hashtagged it with my name but it quickly
defined itself as being chronicled under the hashtag beingmikistarr. It seems so inconsequential but in
reality that’s what all these little moments – and, now, what this booklet amounts to, what it is to be me,
Miki Starr. And the more I reflect on the word “being”, the more meaning it takes on. So many of the
problems we have in our lives...in society in general, stem from not being true to being oneself. From

not allowing others to feel comfortable with being who they are designed to be. Hating others for
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being gay, being black, being different, not being driven by the same values that drive you. Being
poor, being overweight, even being intelligent.
But the fact of the matter is, we would all fare much better if we were quite simply uniquely
humans. being. Better we learn about what it is to be gay, be black, be muslim, be different in
today’s society, than shame others for not being who we say they should be...for not all being
the same. I’m going to choose to take Jessica’s advice and stay committed to always #beingsilly,
#beingkind, #beingopen, #beingblack [insert fist here], #BEINGCREATIVE...to just #beingmikistarr.
Why would I ever want to be anyone else?

So why the book? A little bit of showcasing the little bits and pieces that weave together to create
my spiritual form. But the primary purpose of this compilation is to serve as a reminder to myself in
those low moments that #beingme is quite enough. Always has been. Always will be.

I am this way by design.
–Miki Starr, I am always Write!
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Branding
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Legacy of a Starr

About the Logo
This mini metadata tag is meant to trend a powerful message – Be a Starr!
Whatever your dreams and life goals, no matter your circumstances, this logo
is designed to be a clear reminder to always strive for something greater.
Make-up of an identity

Anatomy of the Logo
Minimum .15” clear space on all sides

Partial b made
with modified
Bangla
Sangam MN

Hashtag
mark made
with Bangla
Sangam MN

Sliced fivepoint star

.6873”
.148”
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Original option to
be used on white
backgrounds

How it Works

Reversed out to
be used on dark
and photographic
backgrounds
[white/pink option
also available]

Next we merge our signature b with
a star to bring forth the message Be a Starr. That simple!

It all begins with a hashtag. In
modern times, it is thee way to draw
attention to your message.

What not to #b

Incorrect Logo Usage
01.

02.

03.

Respect the Brand
We love our look – and we know
you do, too. To keep our message
consistent, we ask that you avoid the
faux pas’ spoken and unspoken:

04.

07.

06.

05.

08.

Minnesota

1.

Do not distort the logo

2.

Do not use the color logo on a
color background

3.

Do not alter the color of the logo

4.

Do not use color logo on
photographic background

5.

Do not angle the logo

6.

Do not put effects on the logo

7.

Do not encase the logo

8.

Do not add to the logo
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How to #b

Call to Action

b free to b you

Be. A. Starr
As an extended option, the message
is still the same – love yourself...Be
a Starr. The same rules apply as with
the Starr logo.

b free to b you

www.mikistarr.com
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The word ‘you’ can be changed as
appropriate [e.g. b free to be happy].

TH

K
IN

I hear a lot about The Box.

he
t
Outs B ox
ide

The infamous Box that most people are
trapped in. What goes on in this Box? Is there a
leader of The Box that dictates what’s hot and
the rest of its inhabitants have little choice but
to concede? Why is what happens in this Box so
damned important? Don’t act brand new to the
concept for many of you live inside this Box.
And it isn’t [designers] alone. Writers. Singers.

They all have a Box of their own. And I think
they peek through their neighbors window and
ask themselves, Wonder what he’s doing? With
camera phones, taking notes, 7.0 megapixels,
or letting a boxmate tag along, then going on to
practice how they can best emulate that style.
It goes on down the block, around corners, up
hills and through streams until all the little Box
people are moving in complete and perfect
synchronization.
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I visited The Box once. Well, rumor had it that
the people in The Box had it down. They had
a formula. They knew what the people wanted.
I visited The Box once and learned that they
were nothing more than variations of the exact
same person. What person that is – who knows?
But The Box wasn’t where I wanted to be and
thus decided to take my chances Outside
The Box.
Life Outside The Box.
What a wonderful place to be!
There’s plenty room and I invite many of you
Box dwellers to join me. People Outside
The Box do their own thing, create their own
style, invest their own personality. The people
Nicci Fairway/Miki Starr ©2008. All Rights Reserved.
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Outside The Box defy standards, have no fear,
refuse to conform. The people Outside The
Box love to take on the industry and prove them
wrong!
Yea. Okay. Sure.
I hear what you’re saying. Life Outside The Box
is hard work. It requires more brain power. It
requires more creativity. It requires an intense
dedication. It requires you to be bigger than
your surroundings! And that isn’t for everyone.
For some, easy is best.
Hey, who am I to judge? Do what makes you
happy Box people but at the very least... why
don’t you come out and visit us sometime?

What good taste looks like

Color Palette
Our Color Options

These are our Primary Colors used for
most art, text, and headers

The color choices are pulled directly
from the core of the print process.
These colors are bold, rich and
timeless.
The Starr Magenta and Grey should
be used for 90% of a given piece,
with our alternative colors used
sparingly.
Tints are to be used as accent colors.
Starr Magenta

Starr Grey

CMYK 11/100/11/0
RGB 215/15/127
HEX #d70f7f
Tints 100/50/15

CMYK 63/63/62/58
RGB 50/50/50
HEX #323232
Tints 100/65

Pantone 219C

Pantone 447C

Alternative Colors

Cyan

Yellow

CMYK 100/0/0/0
RGB 0/174/239
HEX #00adef

CMYK 0/0/100/0
RGB 255/242/0
HEX #fff100

Pantone 801C

Pantone 803C
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The art of writing

Print Typography

Aa
Aa

Bangla MN – Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

This sexy serif font offers a lot of
personality with it’s curves, varying
line thickness and attractive angles.
This font is used for body copy and
can be used for headlines.

Bangla MN – Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

The heavier weight version allows
for powerful call-outs.
This font is used as an accent in
body copy.
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The art of writing

Print Typography – cont’d

Aa
Aa
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Bangla Sangam MN – Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

This san serif font offers a light and
clean look for simpler designs.
This font is used for headlines,
minimal copy, and the Starr Logo.

Bangla Sangam MN – Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

The heavier weight version adds
depth to headline and body copy.

The art of writing digitally

Web Typography

Aa
Aa

Georgia
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

This serif font is elegant with the
transitions of its curves and line
thickness.

[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

This font is used for callouts.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Helvetica – Light, Regular, Bold

[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

This classic font is clean, fresh, and
easy to read.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

This font is used for headlines and
body copy.

[.,!$&%@*]0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
[.,!$&%@*]0123456789
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#b legendary

Iconography
Re-purposed Symbolism

AD DESIGN

POSTER DESIGN

In color printing, registration is the
method of correlating overlapping
colors on one single image. There
are many different styles and
types of registration, many of
which employ the alignment of
specific marks. [Wikipedia.org 2016]
This fun icon set was designed as
an homage to and play off of the
registration marks used in print.
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BOOK DESIGN

LOGO DESIGN

DIGITAL DESIGN

MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN

“I don’t understand. You only have one self. I am always myself, it doesn’t matter where I am.”
One of the greatest quotes I’ve heard in recent times passed through the lips of Jessica Huang, the
mother on ABC’s newest comedy Fresh Off the Boat.
I started hashtagging my experiences with regularity, originally based off a matter-of-fact comment
that a friend shared regarding a nephew. At first, I only hashtagged it with my name but it quickly
defined itself as being chronicled under the hashtag beingmikistarr. It seems so inconsequential but in
reality that’s what all these little moments – and, now, what this booklet amount to, what it is to be me,
Miki Starr. And the more I reflect on the word “being”, the more meaning it takes on. So many of the
problems we have in our lives...in society in general, stem from not being true to being oneself. From

not allowing others to feel comfortable with being who they are designed to be. Hating others for
Personal Branding, Communication, and Social Media Guidelines | 21
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Communication
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How to #b

Tone of Voice
#beingmikistarr
Minnesotan by way of Los Angeles/South Florida/Chicago
[birth place]. Dirty chai with coconut milk. Carry partially
marked up notebooks everywhere just in case the urge to
write hits. Hip hop music for inspiration for, like, everything
[duh]! Bathroom books, Candy Crushin’, and Duolinguistics.
Sunn is bestie and ride-or-die. Sketchbooks and freshly
sharpened number 2 pencils. Low key and reclusive. Shy and
introverted – but not when comfortable! Married and in love
with spouse and cat. Amazing sister with an amazing sister.
Awesome friend with Awesome friends who I love to Dance
Party with. Tattoos real and imagined. EVOL poetry. Future
bilingual – no, trilingual. To be wrapped in velvet at all times...!
Feeling George Constanza on that one. Vivid dreamer asleep
and awake. Sometimes called Mikey. Sometimes called Starr.
Being called Michelle brings about strange feelings. Fit4fun.
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The Sound of Life
Copy shouldn’t be too direct or
too clean. It should always strive to
cause the reader to use their brains
to get from the message that which
isn’t directly stated. It should engage
the reader by being presented in an
almost poetic tone. It should always
be fun and leave the reader curious.

Fit4life. Grudges are pointless. Creative is Suite. Gemini in
every sense of the sign. Late May is thee best time to have
been born and anyone who was not should be jealous! Years
of trying to be a runner but a lifter makes better sense.
Creative words and images but sometimes not quite as
creative as first thought. Oh well, try again...try again.

Always, always try again.
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Story Excerpt

As Yet Untitled
The force of the door slamming against the
pane rocked the 3 bed-1 ½ bath condominium.
The footsteps pounding against the hardwood
floor at seven on a Sunday morning was certain
to annoy the neighbors below.
Surprisingly, the glass bottle containing the
milk that was to be poured had not shattered
upon its powerful contact with the granite
countertop. Moments later, a set of heels
clicked across the floor and paused abruptly at
the edge of the kitchen and the dining area.
Jezalynn, who normally stood five feet-five
inches in height, was an intimidating four inches
taller than her lover in her Linea Paolo pumps.
She wore a simple conservative, olive colored
suit. Her shoulder length hair shrunk to the
tips of her earlobes in huge ringlet curls. Her
26 | #BEINGCREATIVE

hand rested on her hip as she eyed Taj without
speaking.
Jezalynn, or Jez as she was called, stood with
her lips pursed and her eyes damp struggling
between thoughts. A manicured fingertip lightly
scratched her forehead as she looked between
Taj and the spans of space between them.
Taj tossed back her milk while focusing intently
on her lover of a year and a half. When her
small cup was empty she dropped it into the
sink, placed the bottle of organic milk back
inside the refrigerator, slamming the door shut
and made an attempt at moving past Jez to exit
the kitchen.
“Move,” Taj commanded through gritted teeth.
“No. No, I’m not moving, Taj. You need to calm

down and talk to me.” Jez’s voice was cool...
reasoning.
“Talk to you about what, Jez? What’s left to
talk about? Your playing me again? You wanna
talk about that? How about we talk about how
you’re all dolled up to see your ex?”
“It isn’t like that and you know it.”
“Move.”
“Taj, you’re not being fair.”
“Fair? Don’t tell me about being fair. Just get
the hell out of my way before I backhand you
across the living room.”
Jezalynn’s teeth ground across each other
and her hand slowly, involuntarily formed a
fist. Without another word she eased aside
and allowed Taj to pass. Jez’s eyes dropped
to her shoes as she listened to the sound of
Taj’s footsteps heading in the direction of their
bedroom. The steps paused in conjunction with

Jez’s heart...for a moment...and resumed only
when her lover’s movements did. She remained
locked in position, unable to move until she
heard the aftershocks the slamming door
created.
Jezalynn sighed and swiped a stray tear from
beneath her eye. She moved for the front door
but paused at the mouth of the hallway. She
considered walking down that hall and into
her bedroom...thought to apologize, tear out
of her suit and promise not to leave. She was
wrong, not Taj, and she wouldn’t deny it. She’d
been denying Taj all these months, that was the
problem.
And here again was yet another opportunity to
make things right and mend her relationship but
she couldn’t seem to go through with it. Instead,
she picked up her keys and purse and walked
out of the front door.
Miki Starr ©2007. All Rights Reserved.
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What a message looks like

Visual Communication
Project Starr Anthology – Half Page Ad [2009]
Designed to advertise the acceptance of submissions for the
anthology, Love Letters to My Daughter, this half page ad was
featured in the program for the 2009 AAMBC Awards. Pink was
used as a primary color to give a feminine softness to a topic that
can be harsh and difficult to broach.
In contrast the dolls, which illustrate the 1-in-4 statistic, were
used to elicit the opposite reaction and show the harsh reality with
the use of props reflective of the innocence the project sought
to protect.

Multiband VIP Program – Full Page Ad [2013]
This ad was created to bring attention to a unique corporate program,
designed to make select customers experience stand apart from their
already positive experiences. The butler holding the silver tray was used to
send a message of elite service.
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Green Driver – Poster [2011]
A redesign project, this poster was updated and advertised to
remind technicians of the importance of green driving while
informing them of the opportunity to be rewarded for their
healthy practices.
Soft greens and leaves were used to bring to life the concept
of being environmentally responsible. The content was broken
out into sections to make sure that the message was clearly
delievered and recieved.
Lastly, an appropriate call to action was included. Strong
enough to stand on it’s own while not overpowering the most
relevant content.

Multiband Application – Mobile [2012]

This is where a sample script would
go. It would say some things about
how to sale products and services.
It would make like much easier and
allow associates to earn extra money
faster by taking advantage of the
sales program.
This is where a sample script would
go. It would say some things about
how to sale products and services.
It would make like much easier and
allow associates to earn extra money
faster by taking advantage of the
sales program.

The creation of a mobile app to help sell services was considered
and mocked up. The app would include sales guides, sample
scripts to assist with sales pitches, the company footprint allowing
associates to see areas serviced at a glance, and more.
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What a message looks like

Visual Communication – cont’d
HSRA Grad Month – Poster, T-shirt, Passes [2010]
While an instructor and advisor at High School for Recording
Arts, I created Grad Month as a way to encourage students to
strive for better by increasing efforts toward graduating. This was
achieved by focusing on the power of the Access Passes, which
allowed students such priveledges as off-campus lunch and use of
the school studio. Passes were redesigned to look like miniature
diplomas and advertised as “The only access pass that truly
matters”.
This theme was carried
over into various other
forms and programs.
This important initiative
was successful in getting
approximately 90% of the
of-age students
in the Miki All
Starr advisory
graduated.
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Book Synopsis

The Skinny Girls Guide:
to Channeling the Fat
Girl Inside
Ali McKenna needs to
grow up – literally!

to D’asia’s promotion to Advanced Placement

Ali McKenna is tired of being petite and living

sister,“Dull D’asia,” who made Ali’s life as

in the shadows cast by her taller, fuller, and
more interesting sisters, Millie the Exotic and
D’asia the Genius. Both, by virtue of their
existence, serve to make Ali’s life more trouble
than it’s worth. Now that Ali is graduating
from the 8th grade, she is excited for the
opportunity to make a name for herself in high
school. All she needs to accomplish this is an
invite to her nemesis Demitry Haggardy’s end
of summer kickback and a little uninterrupted
time with heartthrob Gage Campbell, and she’s
certain the rest will fall in place.
But Ali couldn’t have been more wrong! An
ill-timed parent-teacher conference leading

courses at Wilma Rudolph High is only the
beginning of her troubles. Suddenly younger
the only petite member of their robust family
slightly bearable, has started her period,
had a growth spurt, and begun developing
at a seemingly accelerated rate. Now the
freshman year that Ali dreamed about is
quickly fading into non-existence. She must
find a way to stand apart from her siblings
and keep Demitry Haggardy off her back while
getting Gage Campbell to finally take notice.
Desperate, she devises a plan to gain weight
– and in all the right places. Unfortunately for
Ali, her body has a little trouble determining
what those places are!
[Illustration by Ronnie Boykin Jr.]
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Social
Media
Personal Branding, Communication, and Social Media Guidelines | 33
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Big Zuck presents...

Facebook
January 17, 2015 at 10:27am · Minnetonka ·

The Social Network

My integrity as a writer will likely keep me broke. But I suppose

Facebook is our primary means of
social media communication. There
are few rules outside of #bediscreet
when it comes to intimate life,
#berespectful, and most importantly
#beyourself.

I came to terms with that a loooooong time ago.
October 13, 2011 at · Saint Paul ·

Bruised. Battered. Breathless. #BOOTCAMP
...added 3 new photos to the album: Camera+ Photos

www.facebook.com/shawnmichelle524
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E-Story Excerpt [Web Series]

Psycho

The alarm sounds on my clock radio, old
fashioned and very annoying. One of those
bulky pieces of history from the dark ages of
the ninety-eighties. I know part of the beauty
of modern technology is the convergence
of the cellular telephone device with internal
alarm clocks but that semi-pleasant lulling to
consciousness does nothing for a night owl
such as myself.
My sister makes fun of me for it. She awakens
by internal clock and when that fails my niece,
her latest family addition Simone, never does.
I have no children tugging at my nipples in the
morning and well...no husband doing it either
for that matter so I’ve got to make do with
what’s available to me.
“Grrr...” I reach over and slap the dang thing
36 | #BEINGCREATIVE

three times before I finally connect to the
correct button and it silences.
One eye open, the other crusted shut, I gaze
around my room trying to recall something
important. The morning sun is forcing its way
through, threatening to destroy my retinas if I
fully expose them too quickly. I turn my face
away and my cheek falls back into the pool of
drool on my pillow.
“Ugh, gross,” I whisper to myself as I
immediately separate my face from the
nighttime wetness. May as well get up anyway.
The whole point in setting the alarm for 7 am
is so that I can hit the gym and get a good
workout before it’s time to deal with my
patients.

I use all my limited morning strength to push
my body up to a seated position. I look to the
other side of my bed to the rapidly cooling
pillow...and then my breathing stops and my
ears perk up. I stay perfectly still...listening...
listening...and then I hear it – music!
I fling the covers from my legs and jump from
the bed, forgetting how tired I really am until
I become slightly woozy and a fainting spell
threatens me on the horizon. I fight through it
and keep forward from my bedroom, my bare
feet slapping the hardwood in my townhome.
I stop short in the hall, looking over the railing
to the large living room below. And there I
discover him, my boyfriend of the past nine
months, fingering what doesn’t belong to him
and what he has no business touching.
“Joseph!”
He looks up to me then nervously glances at
the clock, and then back to me except now he
looks cool...real calm, like he wasn’t just busted

molesting my record collection. Like he had
every right to be there.
“Oh, good morning, babe.”
I turn to head down the stairs, holding extra
tight to the banister to steady myself. “Don’t
you ‘good morning, babe’ me. What are you
doing messing with my albums behind my
back?”
“What? This? Oh, I couldn’t sleep so I thought I’d
listen to a little music to calm my nerves.”
“Lie.”
“You calling me a liar?”
I tilt my head, raise an
eyebrow and fold my arms
across my breasts...
Miki Starr ©2012. All Rights Reserved.
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The home of narcissism

Instagram

Visual Standards
The fun of instagram is that it
comes equipped with a great many
interesting photo editing options.
Images selected for this social media
site should be awkward, clever,
and interesting. They should play
with color and cropping and serve
as more artistic expression than
narcissism.
www.instagram.com/sunnshiyn/
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Freedom of expression

Twitter

Miki Starr @mikistarr 26 Jun 2015

Fit Body + Fit Mind = Fit for Life. Order PSYCHO by Miki Starr!
mikistarr.com/bookstore https://instagram.com/p/4Z578BACK5/

Miki Starr @mikistarr 16 Jun 2015

Don’t forget to pick up a little fun, summer reading for the little

Tweet Tweet
We send out brief messages about
the availability of written works
utilizing our 140 characters or less.
But sometimes we have a little fun
with other topics as well.
https://twitter.com/mikistarr

[and big] girls in your world.
http://www.mikistarr.com/#!books/ct17

Miki Starr @mikistarr 12 Feb 2015

tall. soy. dirty. chai.
#WhatIsLoveIn4Words
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Mikaela’s Story [Web Series]

All’s Well That Doesn’t End
“Rayvon, your girlfriend is a lesbian.”

“Accept it, it’s a fact bro’.”

“No she’s not, she’s just a little confused.”

“So, does this mean that you’re a lesbian now?”

“She came on to me.”

“Nope. She’s a good kisser though.”

“She told you that you’re pretty.”

“No bull.” Rayvon and I slapped palms and
snapped our fingers away. “But you kissed a
woman and sooo...”

“She kissed me.”
“You kissed her back.”
“I was drunk, besides it was my first ever
experience. I’m sure she’s no stranger to [it].”

“So I had a once in a lifetime drunken gay kiss,
that’s all. Don’t change nothin’. I’m still [about
the men].”

“If you say so.”

“Is that riiight?”

Rayvon took a large bowl of grapes from the
refrigerator and walked over to the sofa with
me following behind. We sat side-by-side facing
one another. I popped a grape in my mouth and
carried on with our conversation.

“Yes, that’s riiight.”...
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Miki Starr ©2008. All Rights Reserved.
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Ella, Liam, Rafi

and Other Cool Isht
Jimi Hen-Drixx
A most integral part of a fulfilling
existence is Hendrix Duke McKee,
cat and Storm Ariane McKee,
human. It is these two that have
been responsible for a multitude of
smiles and joy. These two who offer
comfort during discomforting times.
These two that provide unconditional
love – well, that is when the furry
four-legged one isn’t trying to kill
its owner.
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"I call myself Starr
'cause I shine like one."
–Miki Starr, inspired by WuTang Clan

The Stinking Onion
Chigirl 76 is a fictitious clothing
line. This double entendre refers to
being born in Chicago, Ill in 1976 as
well as a play on the fact that Miki
Starr is, and has always been, shy.
Several graphical representations
were created, all reflecting a specific
passion. This one refers to a love
of music, more specifically, ‘80’s
Hip Hop.

2010 ficitious ad for
Chigirl branded Supra hitops.
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q

No Love Stories

q

I don’t do romance novels.

I don’t write love stories.

No flowery words and puppy dog eyes,/

No fingers intertwined and roses are red

Head swooning wooing and longing sighs,/
cries of his name much more than mine,/

Soul bleeding, needing him needing me in kind,/

Heartache, palpitating pumping butterflies
through veins and time/
standing still in the presence of him am I,/
Poetic synonyms, magnetic energy is kinetic,
I just don’t get it!
– cause I don’t do romance novels!

valentines,/

Fidgeting, shivering chills the thrill I find/
when standing still in the presence of him am I,/
No mortal wounds of the spirit,
His heartbeat I hear it /makes me sick to my belly,
and I just don’t get it!
– cause I don’t write love stories!
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I write/ venom and hate,

The fallacies we shield our eyes from seeing,/

Tainted love at stake,

In clouds of weed smoke we toke,

Drug addicts, crack head whores and twisted

Or verses and scriptures we quote,

sexual preferences,
References to suicidal fate,/
Late periods from crooked partners,
Most serious tones for starters,
Alcoholic pedophiles, gay preachers and
psychodramatic teachers,
Seeds passed to the highest bidder for barter!/
No love making,
Just straight humpin’,
It’s heartbreaking,
But really it’s nothing,
Compared to the realities of the reality of the
lives we lead,/
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So I write it on reeds ink soaked,
Give it a moral and spread hope!/
May not be ethereally blissful,
but still coming with a fistful/ of truth you’ll find/
standing in the presence of Him [God] am I...
No lies and deceit then,
Though real love I do believe in,/
So why, you ask do I pen the things I write,
Well it’s just my art imitating life!
...and I still ain’t writing no damn love story.
Hmpf.
Miki Starr ©2009. All Rights Reserved.
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Black & White

The page is black – oh, what shall I do? /
I shall do nothing, or they’ll call me a fool. /
The page is white – oh, shall I sleep?/
No, I shall not because I know I will sleep deep. /
Oh! There’s a black woman! /
Oh! There’s a black man! /
Is this true, I see a white woman and white man? /
IS THIS TRUE?!!!
Shawn Michelle McKee ©1981. All Rights Reserved.
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